11th Annual Law Scholarship Golf Tournament ...Sets A Record!

This year the tournament raised a record amount $55,000 for the Gaming Law Section Scholarship at the William S. Boyd School of Law at UNLV...

Paul Lychuk, Lou Dorn and John Bartlett

John Knott putting and Chris Komanowski watching.

Rick Kulis, Kim McCabe, Randy Sayre and Rich Rose
144 golfers gathered May 6th at the historic Las Vegas National Golf Club.

Scott Scherer, Dan Wade and Jason Goudie

Jim Gurbach, Paul Carroll and Alan Goff

Marc Comella, Lars Perry, Craig Bullis and Phil Anderson
The temperature was hot and the future of Nevada lawyers was even hotter.

Matthew Stafford, Donna Bazil, Sam Basile and Rob Ziems

David Maggiore-Anet, Rich Aron, Jorge Morales and Anthony Pearl

Ted Quirk, Bill Urga, Alan Dunkin and Brian Holthus

Sarah Bassett
During the 11 years of the tournament, more than $333,000 in scholarship money has been raised. Helping more than 66 future Nevada lawyers reach their goals.

Stan Salter, Bud Eyre, Austin Abelbeek and Brian Grommons

Will Martin, Quinton Singleton, Pat Wynn and Gregg Gale

Tom Davis, James Kohl, Art Rogers and Wade Gochnour
Dean John White watching his shot.

14th Hole-in-one sponsored by ICT. 2011 Corvette Grand Sport sponsored by Findlay Chevrolet and Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield.

Players at the practice putting green sponsored by Bally Technologies.